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Last Call For Atlanta
ATCA 2002

~ALLSHOW
.1

'Atlanta, GA • Atlanta Marriott N.W.
Hosted

by:

Lee & Jackie Thompson (770) 923-6385
Norm &,Jane Mulvey (770) 844-6277
AGENDA
8:00
9:00
5:00
6:00
7:15

am
am
pm
pm
pm

- 5:00
- 5:00
- 6:00
- 7:00

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9th
Set up and show
pm
Open to public
pm
Freshen up
pm
Traditional Cash Bar & Food
pm
Auction
SATU!W~~

AUGUST 10th

8:00 am - 4:00 pm*
8:00 am - 1:00 pm
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Show
Openn to public
Packing Up
*Everything packed/room clear by 4:00 pm

ATLANTA MARRIOTT NORTHWEST
(800) 228-9290 or (770) 952-7900

SHOW REGISTRATION

DETAILS

FEE: $20.00 Members • Spouses FREE • Guest $5.00
TABLE: $20 each (1st 2 tables) • $15 each (after 1st 2) ,

QUESTIONS
'~

.~ tl

I

I

Hotel/Facilities - Call Lee • Tables - Call Norm
Directions - Call Marriott N.W.

The Gallows Model
Read About It On Page 6
Compliments of A. Edward Evenson
Author of the Book
The Telephone Patent Conspiracy
Of 1876

MAIL ADS TO: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, IN 47362
E-MAIL ADSTO:editor@atcaonline.com

=

-----------1 MEMBER UPDATE It----------NEW MEMBERS

JOHN M. GODBY, No. 3992
302 Williamsburg Rd.
Stering, VA 20164-4325
Tel: (703) 435-3832
ARMAND SPILOTROS, No. 3993
35-54 80 Street
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
KENNETH G. REHOR, No. 3994
1380 Willow Rd., Room 230
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Tel: (415) 990-7845
JASON COOK, No. 3995
8061 E. 3rd St.
Tucson, AZ 85710
Tel: (520) 885-3173

ADDRESS CHANGES
FRANK WRIGHT, No. 1862/02
444655 16th Road
Welch, OK 74369
RICHARD WALSH, No. 423
190 Hidden Lake Rd.
Higganum, CT 06441
Tel: (860) 345-8890
JONATHAN FINDER, No. 2279
5541 Beverly Place
Pittsburg, PA 15206
RONALD A. NEWLAND, No. 2941
155 Washington Ave.
Elizabeth, NJ 07202
Tel: (908) 352-5154

There is not much to report this mont
from the office anyway. I am sure the,
is a lot going on in Atlanta!
Hope everyone has a safe trip to and
from the Fall Show and has a great time
while there.
Watch for all the follow-up articles in
the September newsletter.
Sincerely,
Cindy Krizek
Office Manager

FALL SHOW
ATLANTA,GA
August 9 & 10, 2002

THE TELEPHONE MUSEUM
www.thetelephonemuseum.org
P.O. Box 1377
Ellsworth, ME 04605
Contact: Sandra Galley - 978-975-3498
e-rnail: luminaires@aoLcom
OR: Jean Leboucher . 207-664·2463
Secretary of The Telephone Museum
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Does anyone know anything about the pictured
telephone stand. Who made it? It will only
clamp a North phone in it and it is dated 6-45.
Thanks, Carl Satterlee

From The Office ...

TAILGATE FLEA MARKET AT
TELEPHONE FAIR
The sixth annual Telephone Fair will be held
at The Telephone Museum, 166 Winkumpaugh
Rd., Ellsworth, Maine on Saturday, August 10
from 10:00 am to 4:00 prn. The event is held
rain or shine and admission is free. The fair was
begun as an open-house-type event to introduce
the community and summer visitors to the collections and mission of the museum which was
incorporated in 1984. Refreshments will be
available, tours will be conducted, special
guests will appear and a book sale will once
again be held. The museum's hand-crank
phones, dial phones, switchboards and central
office equipment allow visitors to participate
in placing and receiving phone calls within the
museum system re-creating the experience of
pre-digital telephone usage.

A new feature will be the introduction of an
Old Tech Flea Mart. The museum will
designate part of its grounds for a "tailgate"
flea market. Anyone with a collection of old
tech items can set up in this area to exhibit
and/or sell during the hours of Telephone Fair.
Each exhibitor must provide his or her own setup. The only qualification is that all items must
be old-tech in nature. Items may include old
telephones, radio. and audio equipment. old
cars and trucks. train, aviation. and nautical
items, tools, industrial and scientific items, an
any books or ephemera pertaining to tl'
history of industry and technology. All item"
must be pre-1980.
The Telephone Museum is a hands-on
museum featuring working exhibits of electromechanical telephone switching equipment. It
was founded to preserve this equipment. and
to document the history of the telephone network and the people who created and maintained it. Although currently operating on a
seasonal basis. the museum has recently extended its hours of operation during July.
August and September to Thursday through
Sunday from 1·4 prn. Plans are under way for
the construction of a new building which will
be open year-round. For more information.
please call 207-667-9491. or visit our website.

TELEPHONE SIGN REVIEW
By Alan Colburn
Wow! What a fantastic looking telephone sign! It's very rare, also.
This sign from the Rochester Telephone Corp. is similar in size to the regular 'Hub
Cap' signs you've seen, but as you can see, there is a very big difference. Not only
does it have a 'Local and Long Distance' Bell (1908-1921), it also has an extended area
at the bottom with the word 'Booth' on it.
Any sign from the Rochester Telephone Corp. is rare. I know of a few different styles,
this possibly being the most desirable.
Rochester TeL Corp. was an associated company with the Bell Telephone Co. After
all, the Bell logo was trademarked.
Who knows, one of these signs may turn up at an ATCA show one day!
Good collecting. See you in Atlanda.
Alan Colburn>
4363 Violet Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33461
(561) 642-7775

AUGUST 2002
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Bell Syseem Bug Sprayer
By John Stallone
It's one of the hottest days in July and the
bugs have been driving me crazy all day. I keep encountering wasp nests every where I work. It is a good
thing I have my trusty bug spray, what would I do without that high powered can to keep me at a safe distance. This brings to mind a great Bell System invention. In 1949 the tide was turning away from open wire
distribution, multipair cable as well as terminals were
being more widely used. The Bell System came up with
a bug-spraying device to combat the ever-growing bees
and wasp nests being found in pole mounted terminals
everywhere. Once again GMP (General Machine Products) came to aid in the design. They brought the Bell
System's idea to life in the form of an ingenious tool:
the "B" Insecticide Sprayer was born. The sprayer consists of a sprayer nozzle, a pressure oiler mounted on a
wood post. This tool was made to fit into the socket on
the standard extension pole. The can holds 3/4 's of a
pint of insecticide and has a hooked steel blade situated above the nozzle, which is used to open the terminals cover. It is furnished with a 18 foot cord used to
activate the sprayer. With 18 feet of cord you never
even had to climb the pole, just attach the sprayer to
your extension poles (usually 3 poles at 6' each) and
ou are ready to go! The extension poles are so versa.ile and operate with many different tools. In the future
I will have some more articles on some other attachments.
As per the BSP G86.190.1 to operate the "B"
Insecticide Sprayer, you lift the terminal cover and pull
the cord repeatedly to produce a coarse spray of insecticide to thoroughly saturate the terminal. You then
close the cover and allow a short interval oftime for the
insecticide to perform its work of exterminating the insects. Check the terminal and ifbugs still remain, repeat
the procedure. When not in use, the sprayer should be
carefully stored so as to avoid deformation of its component parts (and not to spill its contents which is not
mentioned in the BSP). This is a great summer tool as
well as a great invention to overcome an aggravating
problem. One interesting point I'd like to share is that
this tool is stamped Bell System in two places as well as
having the manufacture's sticker placed on it. On the
bottom 'of the can it is inked "Bell System" in orange
and on the blade used to open the terminal it is stamped
into the metal. This is unusual as most tools are only
stamped once. ] have to thank my buddy George Anderson for this great treasure!
It was also mentioned to me that insecticide
that was issued by the RBOC (Regional Bell Operating
0:ompany)
seemed to have honey in it or something like
that because after you sprayed the terminal, every bug
around started to come over to where you were working. I just think it was probably the dead bugs relatives
and friends coming to revenge.
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By

Gary D. Goff

I

# 1425

This month we are featuring a
different type of hooks witch lock made
specifically for the AE40 and 50
desksets. Unlike those featured last
month that functioned in conjunction
with the hookswitch arm, these two
models work with the cradle plunger
on the right side of the cradle.
Each of these devices is very
simple in design. Both employ a flat
metal lever-like device that is springloaded and moves into a slot or groove
in the special slotted plunger as the
plunger rises. The slot in the plunger is
at that point in the upward movement
of the plunger wherethe receiver.or "listening" circuit of the handset cradle
switch is closed but not the transmitter
circuit. When the plunger is locked in
this position, the phone user is able to
hear or "listen" to whatever conversation may be taking place on the line without engaging the transmitter circuit,
which would "announce" to those using
the line that someone were listening. The
activation of these devices is automatic
as the handset is removed from the cradle.
The plunger will not move fully upward
until the lever is pressed to the right.
As stated last month, this type
of devicewas no doubt manufactured to
provide a polite way of determining if a
party line were busy before interrupting
a party line telephone conversation. But
there's no doubt that the device permitted those on a party line to more easily
"listen-in" without others knowing.
These devices are easily installed on the AE 50 but removal of the
base and the existing carry handle are
required to install the new carry handle
on the AE40. I have not seen the device
in any finish other than nickel plate.

Looking for a telephone
auachment!?!?
A great place to find
one would be at the
Atlanta Marriou
North West on Friday,
August 9!
See you there!!!

AUGUST 2002
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The Reis Receiver 1862-1872

Rei

er

I

The Reis Receiver (developed before A.G. Bell invented the telephone)

The instrument shown was developed by Philipp Reis in the
This was the technique Reis chose to make the receiver for
early 1860s and was used as the receiver for his telephone
his telephone transmitter. In his first implementation, he meretransmitter. He was then an instructor of physics (or natural
ly wrapped a coil of wire (or helix as he called it) around an iron
philosophy, as it was then called) in Friedrichsdorf, Germany.
knitting needle and stuck the needle into one of the S-holes in
The Reis Receiver was unique in telephone history, and he was
a violin, which served as a sounding board. He later refined the
the only one known to have used this unusual design.
design, as shown in the illustration, by clamping the iron rod,
At first glance, one might assume that it was simply another
surrounded by a coil of wire, to a cigar-box type of resonator.
type of electro-magnetic receiver, similar to those used by pracThe fluctuating sound currents in the helix caused the rod to
tically all of the other early telephone experimenters. However,
change its length in step with the fluctuations, which, in turn,
it did not work by magnetic attraction and repulsion. Instead,
caused the box to resonate. Note that there are no moving parts,
it work by a little-known phenomenon called magnetostriction.
per se, in a Reis receiver. In fact, for the receiver to function
Magnetostriction causes certain ferrous metals and alloys, an
properly, it is essential that all the parts be tightly clamped
iron rod for instance, to become longer or shorter when under
together.
the influence of a fluctuating magnetic field. This effect was
Because the Reis receiver requires a fairly high level of curobserved by several early experimenters (J. Joule and C.G. Page)
rent, it is not as sensitive as the common electro-magnetic
in about 1840. Page noted that an electromagnet wold emit a
receivers, although Reis was able to transmit largely understanstrange click when pulsed with a sudden current, and deduced
dable speech. However, when driven with a modern amplifier,
that the sound was caused by the iron core of the electromagnet
it can generate enough volume to be heard throughout a small
actually changing its length under the influence of the surrounroom, and with a fidelity rivaling that of an inexpensive
ding magnetic field. He called the effect "galvanic music," but
loudspeaker.
found no practical use for it.
by A. Edward Evenson, author of The Telephone Patent Conspiracy of 1876

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
A Northern California ATCA telephone collectors show has been
scheduled for Saturday, August 31st in Lathrop, California. This will
be a one day event.
The show will be held at the Senior Center in Lathrop and is located
at 15557 Fifth St. Their telephone number is 209-858-4124. See the July
ATCA Newsletter for driving instructions.
Admission will be $3 for ATCA members (payable at the door) and
$10 for all others. Hours of the show are 8:30 am until 4:30 pm Saturday only. Please make checks for tables payable to me, at my home:

AUGUST 2002

SHOVV

JONN DRESSER
22584 Veronica Dr. • Salinas, CA 93908
(831) 484-1961 (Home) • (831) 905-2370 (Cell)
(831) 484-1964 (Bus.!Fax) • fjdress@pacbell.net (E-mail)
A t this writing there are still a few tables left for this show.
If you would like to reserve one, or you need additional information
please contact John Dresser.
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25821 Labieux Rd.
Nanaimo, British Columbua V9T 3M9
CANADA
FOR SALE (plus Shipping)

The Gallows
Model
by A. Edward Evenson

Automatic Electric subset, #113, oak cabinet,
CW generator, ringer inside. All original components, schematic inside unit, exc condo
(photos below), $75 OBO

Dictograph Interfone System (above
3 pictures)

#113 Automatic Electric subset, all original
Dictograph Interfone system - comprised of:
(1) Executive 12-station master - TYPR
S-61-#770 -polished hardwood cabinet, complete with orig. handset, all exc. cond, $15; (1)
Sub-master - lO-station, rotary selector,
bakelite cabinet, orig. handset, exc. cond., $15;
(2) Sub-station - Type 5 - original handset,
bakelite cabinet, exc. cond., $10 (see photos
below) - All four units as a set for $50.

REMCO ENTHOVEN
the Netherlands
r.h.enthoven@xs4all.nl

I will have 2 card dialers, new in
the box at the Atlanta Show.
. . . Barry Huckeby

AUGUST 2002

Recently I acquired this old Ericsson dial (pix
above). Marked on side of dial is "Telefon A.-B.
LM Ericsson - Stockholm 23 49" - suggesting
manfacture during week 49 of 1923. Red circle
indicates the last digit dialed by means of an ingenious mechanism under the dome-shapedpart
on top of dial. What purpose did this dial serve
and where? Any info appreciated.

Because of its fanciful resemblance to a
hangman's scaffold when turned on end,
historians have labeled this instrument the
Gallows Model. It was Alexander Bell's first
attempt to produce a speaking telephone. and
was built by his assistant, Thomas Watson.
based on a crude drawing Bell had given him
sometime in June of 1875.
earlier, Bell had been experimenting with his
multiple-message harmonic telegraph concept
when he noticed that one of the tuned reed
relays in his system (essentially an electromagnet with a spring-like armature or reed)
started to vibrate for no apparent reason. Learning that Watson had caused the effect when
he plucked the reed of stuck reed relay, Bell
told Watson to try plucking the other reed
relays in the system, each set to vibrate at a
different frequenty. To his great surprise, Bell
discovered that. by holding the first reed relay
against hiks ear, he could hear the different frequencies of all the other relays in the system.
It was a result he hadn't expected, and he excitedly sketched out an idea that had just now
occurred to him.
Watson's rendition of that sketch, the
Gallows Model. was simply a refined version
of the reed relay described above. It was essentially a reed relay with its armature glued to
a parchment membrane or diaphragm. With
this, Bell hoped to prove what the original reed
relay had merely promised - that he could now
transmit articulate speech over a telegraph
wire.
Bell connected the Gallows Model to several
cells of a battery and to the previous reed relay.
While Watson listened on the reed receiver,
Bell shouted into the diaphragm of the instrument. Watson claimed that he could hear
"vocal sounds" coming from the reed receiver,
but he couldn't make out what Bell was saying. They switched places and Watson shouted
while Bell listened. Again, no speech was heard.
Disappointed, Bell called the experiment a
failture.
About a month later. a second Gallows
Model was built. With these two instruments
and several battery cells connected together,
the original experiement was repeated, but
with the same disappointing results. Technically, those Gallows Models should have worked,
and, ironically. models made years later actually did work. The problem with the two original
versions was not one of design, but of implementation. Based on later research and
analysis, it appears that the resistance of Bell's
relays was too low for the relatively high battery voltage being used, result in very low efficiency. Later reproductions corrected this
problem. But despite his disappointment, Bell
knew that in July of 1875 he had sent some
kind of "vocal sounds" over a wire. Those two
words would later appear in his famous patent.
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GARY GOFF
3805 Spurr Circle
Brea, CA 92823
Tel: (714) 528·3561
WANTED
A WE #2 dial fingerstop with the following
stamped on it: 2GB 0 The special "cornponents" for the WE 332C deskset. This is a
302 with a special cradle plunger that pulls up
and turns as a volume control for the hard of
hearing. I need the switch pileup under the
cradle (mine has been removed from the phone)
as well as the small circuit board with small
capacitor and amplifier that fits between the
bell and the coil on the inside of the base. I am
attempting to restore an otherwise beautiful
telephone to working condition.
JOHN CARSON, No. 2792
Coral Gables, FL
E·mail: Phonatic@Belisouth.net
WANTED
Looking for a West. Electric Rose Beige
500/554 dial surround plate. This has *white*
letters & numbers (not black) injected into the
plastic.
JOHN LAROSE, No. 3757
314 Websterville Rd.
Barre, VT 05641
Tel: (802) 479·9223
Evmail: jhlarose@hotmail.com
WANTED
To repair your antique telephones. Repair or
replace any metal work on phones. Make and
sell quality plastic receiver shells in complete
assembly (minus the guts), or part by part. Can
make mouthpieces, potbellies, switchhooks,
binding posts, and do castings, nickel-plating,
restoration, and much, much more. All are
quality parts and repairs to enhance the value
of your collection.
FOR SALE
Candlestick paperweight telephones. High
quality handcrafted nickel-plated brass. Approximately one-quarter scale. Available now:
North Electric Potbelly, Wilhelm Fluted-Shaft,
and Swedish-American #70 . $45 ea. plus
shipping.
MARK REDMOND
- C7(}Current History
4225 Main St.
Philadelphia, PA 19127
Tel: (215) 482·4464
WANTED
All Local and Long Distance and Long
Distance Signs (good condition). Use the Bell
Sign big (me... 21 bell signs. Interested in talking to anyone who may be ready to sell one or
collection of signs D WE dial stick
baseplate D Central St. Louis faceplate,
marked D Farr top box bell hanger for outside ringer.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Moimtain States paperweight D WE scissor
phone, needs work . . .
NORM MULVEY
Tel: (770) 844·6277
WANTED
Western Electric walnut 294 fiddleback
backboard. See you in Atlanta!
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JONATHAN D. FINDER, No. 2279
5541 Beverly Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Tel: (412) 361-1888

complete with handset, good condo (photo
below), $40 OBO

FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
Handset cords: pink hardwired handset cords,
new, 4/$10; Modular- pink, cherry red, yellow,
light blue, slate blue, dark/teal blue, black,
white,
orange,
brown,
moss
green,
seafoam/mint green at $2 ea. - all in 25 foot
length.
JOHN ARBUTHNOT, No. 843
25821 Labieux Rd.
Nanaimo, British Columbia V9T 3M9
CANADA
FOR SALE (plus Shipping)
Western Electric Type 534·A subset, dated
11·31, containing: 46·B indo coil, 21·BW condenser, 68·A ringer, 7001700 ohms· all components original. Metal cabinet, good cond.,
needs repainting, 9"x6W'x4" (photo below),
$750BO

534·A Subset
Northern Elec. Type QSQM440·A (Dawn):
white, blue, ivory, like new (photo below), $30
ea.OBO

N.E. Dawn
GTE·Automatic Electric switchboard· cordless board- as removed from service in motel
or hotel, ca. 1980s, complete with handset,
good condo (photo below), $60 OBO

Leich . by Automatic Electric
Ericsson- cordless multi-line switchboard, as
removed from local police headquarters, ca.
1980s or 90s. Equipped with about (15)or more
hot line key positions- with many trunk lines,
condition very good, complete with handset
and 289·B type plug (photo below), $60 OBO

Ericsson multi-Iine switchboard
Custom cordless switchboard built by BC Tel.
Custom Shopos. Nice hardwood cabinet, top
quality components, good cond., handset did
not come with this unit (picture below), $25
OBO

Custom built switchboard by BC Tel.
Hardwood cabinet.

STEVE COLE, No. 210
Tel: (865) 219·8232
Evmail: Steve.M.Cole@JCI.COM

GTE Automatic Electric cordless board
"Leich" cordless board. Built by Automatic
Electric, as removed from service, ca. 1980's,

FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WE 202 oval base desk set with 5tH dial, E·l
handset, old paint, $120 D WE E·l handset
without cord, $40 D WE 333B ringer box,
metal with bells on top, old and worn, $35 D
WE dial candlestick, 4·H dial, old paint, old
trans. and m.p., old rec., no cords, all original,
$260 D WE dial candles tic, no dial, no rec.,
no trans., no cords, $145 D WE plastic 302,
#6 dial, Fvl handset, vinyl cords, as found,
$40 D WE B·1 desk set, E·l handset, #4 dial,
cords old finish, $180 D Call Steve for more
WE items for sale.
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DAVID MARTIN, No. 278
6016 Sheaff Lane
Ft. Washington, PA 19034
Tel: (215) 628-9490
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Western Electric ivory 1982 touchamatic S
wallphone with its box, used, $25 0 Comdial
wall, unused, touchtone, 5-line key phones,
ivory, #2851 image 1 and 2, $45 ea. 0 WE
black dial desk 511 HM 82040 with turn switch
in the front left, $25 or 510 FM or a 514BM
82127 with a headset, and a switch in the upper right 0 WE speakerphone connector
blocks #82B or 91B, two for $10 0 WE green
square 106E loudspeaker set, 1981, with light
and knobs on the lower left and right, $40 0
WE green speakerphone set in its box, 680 A
& 108A with transformer and connector block,
$45 0 WE unused black 107B loudspeaker
with volume control knob upper right, 1978,
with paperwork, $25 ea. 0 WE speakerphone
units #680 in beige, black, white or ivory - $15
ea. or #108 in ivory.

ADVERTISEMENTS
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BOB CLARK, No. 692
Tel: (508) 996-8357
E-mail: anteltruck@aol.com
WANTED
139A backboard made of cast iron for the
horizontal mounting of 100 and 200 series
payphones 0 Any pictures of Studebaker installation and repair vehicles.
ROBERT A. SCOTT
Tel: (207) 524-2195
E-miuI: bscot@tka.com
FOR SALE
Unmarked, very early wooden receiver (pictured below), $425 shipping included.

.~

JON KOLGER, No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
Tel: (817) 329-5262
E-mail: jkolger@gte.net

GLENN A. HOWARD, No. 277
1899 Co. Hwy. W
Stoughton, WI 53589-3672
Tel: (608) 873-7584
WANTED
Keys for 2 locks (old mag phones) (coin box)
10L. I'm sure the locks were for the bottom
because they have a number of 99664 made by
Automatic Electric and the other one is 34531
and made by Western Electric. They are made
teh same. Does anyone know if there was a
master key for either lock? I also would also
like to buy a Northern Electric payphone key
2lB.
DOUGLAS M. SINGLEY, No. 2642
2364 Upper Dr.
Pearl, MS 39208
Tel. & FAX: (601) 939-7657
E-mail: douggala@juno.com
FOR SALE (Plus Shipping)
WECo dial 202 with E 1 handset and original
brown cloth cords, $150 0 WECo dial 500
sets (black) with metal fingerwheel. $10 ea. 0
WECo dial 302 set with F1 handset and
original brown cloth cords, $75 0 WECo dial
yellow 500 wall set, $35 0 Kellogg arm and
mount, complete with cup, faceplate and
mouthpiece. All parts are original, $75 0 Dial
white 500 set, hard wired, $35 0 WECo dial
102 with E1 handset and #4 dial, with original
brown cloth cords, $250 0 WECo dial 302
with E1 handset and metal case, with original
brown cloth cords, $125.
JAMES A. GOODWIN, No. 554
1438 Fawnvalley Ct.
St. Louis, MO 63131
Tel: (314) 822-8138 (W)
FOR SALE
Antique telephone Glass Battery Jars. Some
are round. Some are square. Some have new
hardware. Some are unmarked. Some are marked with paper tags. Some are embossed in the
glass. Some are embossed on the top of the carbon insert. Prices range from $60 to $80 ea. See
our website for pictures:
http://Sidberry.home.att.net
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5-cent coin collectors LI Western Electric
touch tone 3-slot payphones U Lead chutes
from early Western Electric and Gray
payphones 0 Model no. plate that mounts on
the top of a Gray payphone.
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WE beige 701 Princess phone, still connected
to the original ringer, $40 LI Bakelite WE G
handset, $10 LI Bell System early Princess
phone key chains - the whole set of all 5 colors
- they are NOS - $10 plus $1 postage - no need
to call, I still have plenty 0 Only have (1)
Trimline keychian, the dial is 10-button
touch tone, $10 0 Bell System marked large
green flashlight or lantern that holds 2 large
telephone batteries. Has 2 large lenses and
multi-position switch, $30 0 Old box with '21
Bell on it, (contains ribbon) and marked "inked ribbon", $5 0 Coin boxes with lids for
payphones. They are functional and in good
condition. Short ones for 3-slots, $25 ea.; and
tall ones for single slots, $15 ea.

HAL BELDEN
3090 S. Bascom Ave.
San Jose, CA 95124
Tel: (408) 337-5864 (W)
(408) 249-0576 (H)
FAX: (408) 377-3701
E-mail: mail@vintagephone.com
WANTED
Stromberg stick phone baseplate - the type
with two screws and which is recessed into the
base.
MIKE DAVIS, No. 2022
30 Ring Lane
Levittown, NY 11756-2623
Tel: (516) 735-9765 (after 5 PM please)
E-mail: mvtel@optonline.net
Website:
www.geocities.com/mikesvintagetelephone
WANTED
WE 35A dial mount. This is a dial mount that
is used to angle a dial to one side or the other.
It's not a switchboard mount LI Western
Electric
#1 dial L] American
Bell
longpole 0 Green and blue 302s [] Old
payphones
and parts
U Gray
50A
payphone [] Gray and Western Electric

WANTED
Old cherry wood to be used for replicating a
very early transmitter. If you have any old
cherry wood items, i.e. damaged battery boxes,
backboards, etc. I sure could use the wood.
Thanks! 0 COLORED dial blanks for AE
Type 40's, 50·s. etc. Does anybody have a
mahogany dial blank for sale/trade?
[]
IVORY receiver cap for SC "fatboy"
handset 0 ORANGE/RED receiver cap for
SC "fatboy" handset. Will buy junker phones
to get decent handsets for these "fatboys"
[]
NOS COLORED cloth receiver cords for WE
302s, particularly coiled cloth cords 0 ROSE
or BLUE dial blanks for WE 302's, or will pay
well for complete ROSE or BLUE non-dial
302s 0 Matte gold-plated trim for AE
Monophones LI As always. bEST prices paid
for early COLORED cradlephones from all
manufacturers. but especially Automatic Electric Monophones, round or square base, desk
or wall sets. Also buying North Electric (still
desperate for a BLUE deskset or any COLORED wall set), Leich, Kellogg Masterphone
and Redbar, Connecticut, Stromberg-Carlson
oval base, WE variants such as 410s and 305s.
and WE 302s circa 1941 [] Always buying
unusual, acoustic ("string") telephones. particularly those with magneto signaling and/or
speaking-listening tubes. The stranger the
better [] Also buying old catalogs, sales
literature. etc. Premium prices paid for acoustic
telephone literature or early COLORED
cradlephone materials.
TOREY MALATIA, No. 3737
7318 S. South Shore Dr.
Chicago, IL 60649
Tel: (773) 768-0523 (H)
(312) 832-3312 (W)
E-mail: tmalatia@wbez.org
WANTED
Nickel transmitter
face and body for
Stromberg "Kansas City" candlestick LJ Flat
metal springs (non-contact side) for WE 102 set
(B1-mounting).

Please Send All Ads To: ATCA, P.O. Box 910, New Castle, ,IN 47362
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